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Abstract Nonlinear vibration absorbers (NVA)

using magnets feature ease of implementation and

outstanding tunability and have attracted much inter-

est in vibration suppression in recent years. Through

configuration design and optimization, magnetic NVA

can exhibit different nonlinear characteristics such as

monostability, bistability and tristability. This work

performs a comprehensive comparative study on the

transient vibration suppression performances of the

NVAs with four different magnet arrangements based

on the cantilever beam design, including the NVA

with two repulsive magnets (2RMNVA), two attrac-

tive magnets (2AMNVA), three repulsive magnets

(3RMNVA) and three attractive magnets (3AMNVA).

Based on the dipole–dipole model of magnets, the

dynamic model of the system containing different

magnetic NVAs is established for numerical

simulation and the key parameters of each NVA are

optimized under different excitation levels. The influ-

ence of parameters on different magnetic NVAs is

investigated. Based on the optimization configura-

tions, the rate of the energy dissipation from the

primary structure by different magnetic NVAs is

compared by wavelet transform analysis. The results

show that due to the largest oscillations of crossing

outmost wells, the optimized 3RMNVA and

3AMNVA are the preferred configurations for mag-

netic NVA under different excitation levels. Mean-

while, through the verification and comparison with

reported designs, the effectiveness of the optimization

method and the optimized NVAs in this paper are

confirmed. This work provides the approach and

guidelines to design the effective NVA to suppress

transient vibrations.

Keywords Nonlinear vibration absorber � Magnet

arrangement � Vibration suppression � Transient
vibration

1 Introduction

In many scenarios, vibrations have the negative impact

on the reliability of the building structures and the

performance of mechanical systems. To suppress

vibrations, various strategies and devices have been
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explored in the literature. Vibration absorbers are one

of the most common approaches for vibration sup-

pression, which can be generally categorized into

linear vibration absorbers (LVAs) and nonlinear

vibration absorbers (NVAs). To ensure that the energy

of the primary structure can be transferred to and

absorbed by the LVA, the natural frequency of the

LVA need to be tuned to the vicinity of the external

excitation frequency [1–3]. However, in practical

engineering, the external excitation frequency often

varies and deviates from the initially tuned frequency,

and the performance of the LVA deteriorates. Com-

pared with LVA, NVA does not possess a specific

natural frequency, providing a wider vibration sup-

pression bandwidth [4–6].

Nonlinear energy sink (NES) [7–9] is one repre-

sentative NVA, which can realize targeted energy

transfer (TET) to transfer the energy from the primary

structure to the NES unidirectionally and irreversibly.

A NES usually comprises a mass, a linear viscous

damper, and a nonlinear spring with zero linear

stiffness and strong nonlinear stiffness. To realize

such a nonlinearity of NES, a variety of methods have

been attempted. Silva et al. [10] connected a circuit

composed of a negative capacitance shunt and a cubic

nonlinear capacitance realized by an operational

amplifier in series to a piezoelectric cantilever beam

to establish a piezoelectric NES. Experimental and

simulation results showed that the piezoelectric NES

could achieve vibration attenuation in a wide fre-

quency range. Yao et al. [11] used the buckled beam to

realize the bistable stiffness in the horizontal and

vertical directions to establish the bistable NES and

applied it to a rotor system. Their experiment and

simulation showed that the vibration suppression

effect of the buckled beam bistable NES is strong

with a wide bandwidth. Wang et al. [12] used the track

structure to form a nonlinear restoring force with peak

characteristics and negative stiffness to establish a

bistable NES. Their experiment showed that the track

bistable NES, as a vibration suppression device, has

strong robustness to the change of primary structure

properties and excitation energy level. Zou et al. [13]

proposed a device consisting of pre-compressed

spring, a bearing and a racetrack to customize the

nonlinear force of the structure, which can be used to

design the energy harvester, vibration isolator and

NES. Dekemele et al. [14] demonstrated that the track

structure could be used to form a periodically extended

cubic stiffness of the NES, providing a wider vibration

suppression bandwidth than the conventional NES.

Geng and Ding [15] and Li et al. [16] used two inclined

linear springs to establish NES with cubic stiffness

through geometric relationship, and added piecewise

linear stiffness and vibro-imapct to NES respectively,

so that the established NES has good vibration

suppression efficiency. Pennisi [17] investigated a

vibro-impact NES coupled to a linear oscillator to

prove its dynamic behavior including targeted energy

transfer. Gourc et al. [18] also embedded a vibro-

impact NES to the lathe tool to achieve a significant

amplitude reduction by successive resonance capture.

In addition to the aforementioned methods (piezo-

electric shunt circuit, buckled beam, track structure,

inclined linear spring and vibro-impact), recently,

magnetic force was introduced in the design of NES

due to its ease of implementation and adjustment. AL-

Shudeifat [19] used two pairs of aligned asymmetric

permanent magnet to form an asymmetric NES force

to enhance the shock mitigation performance. Fang

et al. [20] used three attractive magnets and a

cantilever beam to establish a bistable NES. Experi-

mental results demonstrated that the TET efficiency of

this bistable NES is high and robust under a wide range

of impacts. Chen et al. [21] used four pairs of repulsive

magnets to form a non-contact and smooth

bistable restoring force of NES to achieve strong

vibration suppression performance. Zhang et al. [22]

used a fixed–fixed composite beam with two piezo-

electric bimorphs and a pair of repulsive magnets to

form a NES to realize both effective vibration

suppression and broadband electrical output for

energy harvesting. Rezaei et al. [23–25] used a

piezoelectric cantilever beam to establish a bistable vi-

bration absorber with two repulsive magnets and a

tristable vibration absorber with three repulsive mag-

nets. The simulation results showed that the estab-

lished vibration absorbers can effectively suppress

vibration and harvest energy. Fang et al. [26]

improved the models of Rezaei et al. [23–25] by

changing the fixed magnet to a tip magnet attached to a

piezoelectric cantilever beam, resulting in a tuned

NES with better vibration suppression performance as

compared to typical bistable NES under small exci-

tations. Benacchio et al. [27] proposed an NVA with

seven ring magnets, which can be tuned as a nonlinear

tuned vibration absorber (NLTVA), NES or bi-

stable absorber through the adjustment of magnet
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distances. The model for the absorber has been derived

through a multipole expansion of the magnetic field

and verified by experiment. Chen et al. [28] used triple

cylindrical permanent magnets and an acrylic tube to

establish a novel Triple-magnet Magnetic Suspension

Dynamic Vibration Absorber (TMSDVA) to address

the issues of existing NESs such as complex structure,

high cost and difficulty in miniaturization. The

simulation and experimental results showed that

TMSDVA can effectively accomplish targeted energy

transfer and energy dissipation to reduce the primary

structure vibration.

Though a few attempts have been made to achieve

effective vibration suppression using magnetic NVA,

currently, there is still a lack of comparative study on

the transient vibration suppression performances of

NVAs with different magnet arrangements based on

the cantilever beam design. This paper aims to

compare the transient vibration suppression perfor-

mances of four configurations of magnetic NVAs

under different excitation levels. It is worth noting

that, though some references termed an oscillator

(such as a cantilever beam) with magnet(s) as NES,

there is still no universal definition for it [23–26].

Therefore, these absorbers are collectively referred to

as magnetic NVA throughout this paper. In Sect. 2, the

mechanical model of the system is established, and the

magnetic force models of different magnetic NVAs

are derived based on the dipole–dipole model. In

Sect. 3, the key parameters of different magnetic

NVAs under three excitation levels are optimized

through exhaustion method and their influences are

analyzed.With the optimized parameters, the transient

vibration suppression performances of different mag-

netic NVAs are compared. In Sect. 4, the exhaustion

method is applied to the reported designs to verify its

effectiveness. Meanwhile, the reported designs are

attached to the primary structure in this paper and

optimized. Through comparison, the effectiveness of

the optimized NVA in this paper are confirmed.

Discussion on the performances of the optimized

magnetic NVAs and design guideline of magnetic

NVAs under different excitation levels are provided in

Sect. 5. Conclusive remarks are provided in Sect. 6.

2 Mathematical model

2.1 NVAs with different magnet arrangements

The concerned system concludes a primary structure

and a magnetic NVA, as shown in Fig. 1. The primary

structure consists of a block with two supporting steel

plates. The NVA is supported by the block of the

primary structure, comprising a cantilever beamwith a

tip magnet. The tip magnet on the absorber beam

interacts with the external fixed magnet(s), making the

beam subject to nonlinear restoring force. By adjusting

the stiffness of the absorber beam and the dis-

tance(s) between magnets, the nonlinear force sub-

jected to NVA can be adjusted, resulting in different

vibration suppression phenomena.

The NVAs with different magnet arrangements are

shown in Fig. 2. The first type of NVA with an

external magnet that repels the tip magnet of the

absorber beam is termed two repulsive magnets NVA

(2RMNVA); the second type of NVA with an external

magnet that attracts the tip magnet of the absorber

beam is termed two attractive magnets NVA

(2AMNVA); Similarly, the third and fourth types of

NVAs with two external magnets that repel and attract

the tip magnet of the absorber beam are termed

3RMNVA and 3AMNVA, respectively. In Fig. 2, L is

the distance from the clamped end of the absorber

beam to the center of tip magnet,Dm is the diameter of

the magnet, a is the length of the magnet, dx is the

horizontal magnet separation distance, and dy is the

half value of vertical magnet separation distance. It is

worth noting that the circular tip magnet on the

absorber beam is the same as the external magnet(s).

2.2 Dynamic model

The system composed of the NVA and primary

structure can be simplified into a two degree of

freedom (2DOF) system, as shown in Fig. 3. The

governing equations for such a system are:

mp €yp þ cp _yp þ kpyp � ca _ya � kaya þ Fy ¼ 0

ma €ya þ €yp
� �

þ ca _ya þ kaya � Fy ¼ 0

(

ð1Þ
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where mp and ma are the masses of the primary

structure and the magnetic NVA, respectively. cp and

ca are the damping coefficients of the primary

structure and the magnetic NVA, respectively. kp
and ka are the linear stiffnesses of the primary structure

and the NVA without magnets, respectively. yp is the

displacement of the primary structure. ya is the

displacement of the NVA relative to the primary

structure. Fy is the nonlinear magnetic force between

magnets in the vibration direction.

The vibration suppression behavior of the magnetic

NVA can be analyzed through solving the governing

equations numerically. Equation (1) is written in the

state space form as follows:

Fig. 1 Conceptual schematic of the primary structure and magnetic NVA

Fig. 2 NVA with different

magnet arrangements
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0
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1

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

ð2Þ

In the case of transient excitation, the initial

conditions are set to be (qp 0 qa 0). qp is the initial

displacement of the primary structure, qa is the initial

displacement of the NVA relative to the primary

structure. It is worth noting that qa needs to be set at a

stable equilibrium position. However, in the case of

bistability, the stable equilibrium position of the NVA

is not at qa = 0 and it needs to be adjusted accordingly.

In this paper, the ode45 function in MATLAB is used

for numerical simulation to obtain the displacements

and velocities of the primary structure and NVA. The

parameters of the primary structure and NVA are

obtained from references [29, 30] and shown in

Table 1.

2.3 Magnetic force model

The magnetic force models have been studied by many

researchers [31–33]. Among these magnetic force

models, dipole–dipolemodel is widely used to calculate

the nonlinear interaction force between two magnets,

and has more accurate results than magnetizing current

model when the magnet separation distance is small

[34]. Fang et al. [26] and Zhou et al. [29] regarded the

vibration of cantilever beam as small angle vibration to

calculate the magnetic force between two piezoelectric

beams with tip magnets by using the dipole–dipole

model. In this section, the interaction force Fy between

the absorber beamwith tipmagnet and the external fixed

magnet(s) is calculated by the dipole–dipolemodel. The

detailed magnetic force model statements and compar-

ison results between the ANSYS and the dipole–dipole

model are given in Appendix A.

2.3.1 Magnetic force model for 2RMNVA/2AMNVA

A pair of magnets in 2RMNVA/2AMNVA and

primary structure are regarded as magnetic dipoles

Fig. 3 Lumped parameter 2DOF model of the system with the

magnetic NVA

Table 1 System parameters of the primary structure and the

magnetic NVA

Parameter Value

Mass of the primary structure mp 0.715 kg

Stiffness of the primary structure kp 4115.2

N/m

Damping ratio of the primary structure fp 0.011

Mass of the magnetic NVA ma 0.00651 kg

Damping ratio of the magnetic NVA fa 0.019

Distance from the clamped end of the absorber

beam to the center of tip magnet L
0.083 m

Magnets length a 0.010 m

Magnets diameter Dm 0.010 m
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(A and B). The geometric configuration of the two

magnetic dipoles is shown in Fig. 4.

The potential energy of nonlinear interaction

between two magnetic dipoles is:

Ua ¼
l0
4p

r lB � rBA
r3BA

� �
� lA ð3Þ

where l0 = 4p 9 10–7 T�m/A is the vacuum perme-

ability, lA and lB are respectively the magnetic

moments of dipoles A and B, and rBA is the vector

pointing from B to A. By taking the gradient of Eq. (3),

the force applied by dipole B to dipole A is:

F ¼ �rUa

¼ 3l0lAlB
4pr4BA

r̂BA l̂A � l̂Bð Þ þ l̂B l̂A � r̂BAð Þ þ l̂A l̂B � r̂BAð Þ�
5r̂BA l̂A � r̂BAð Þ l̂B � r̂BAð Þ

� �

ð4Þ

where lA, lB and rBA are respectively the modules of

lA, lB and rBA, and l̂A, l̂B and r̂BA are respectively the
unit vectors of lA, lB and rBA as follows:

lA ¼ lB¼MV ð5Þ

rBA ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
dx þ Dð Þ2þy2a

q
ð6Þ

whereM is the vector sum of all microscopic magnetic

moments within the ferromagnetic material, V is the

volume of magnet, and D is the change of the y-

direction distance between the two magnetic dipoles.

The formula for M is as follows:

M ¼ Br=l0 ð7Þ

where Br = 1.26 T is the residual flux density. Set the

angle between lA and y-direction to be e and the angle
between lB and rBA to be d, we have:

sin e ¼ ya=L ð8Þ

tan d ¼ ya= dxþDð Þ ð9Þ

D ¼ L 1� cos eð Þ ð10Þ

From the geometric relationship (Fig. 4), the

expressions of Fy of 2RMNVA and 2AMNVA are

respectively:

Fy ¼ F � y ¼ 3l0lAlB
4pr4BA

� cos e sin dþ cos d sin eþ 5 cos dþ eð Þ cos d sin d½ �
ð11Þ

Fy ¼ F � y ¼ 3l0lAlB
4pr4BA

cos e sin d� cos d sin e� 5 cos dþ eð Þ cos d sin d½ �
ð12Þ

where y is the unit vector in the y-direction.

Figure 5 plots the magnetic forces and potential

energies of 2RMNVA and 2AMNVA at different

horizontal magnet distance dx. As can be seen from

Fig. 5a and b, with the increase of dx, the amplitude of

magnetic force decreases, and the 2RMNVA transi-

tions from bistable to monostable. Also, from Fig. 5c

and d, we can see that with the increase of dx, the

amplitude of magnetic force decreases and 2AMNVA

remains monostable all the time due to the attraction of

the two magnets.

2.3.2 Magnetic force model for 3RMNVA/3AMNVA

Three magnets in 3RMNVA/3AMNVA and primary

structure are regarded as magnetic dipoles (A, B, and

C). The geometric configuration of the three magnetic

dipoles is shown in Fig. 6.

The force applied by dipole B and dipoleC to dipole

A is:

Fig. 4 Geometric configuration of two magnetic dipoles of

2RMNVA/2AMNVA
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F¼�rUa¼
3l0lAlB
4pr4BA

r̂BA l̂A�l̂Bð Þþl̂B l̂A�r̂BAð Þþl̂A l̂B�r̂BAð Þ�

5r̂BA l̂A�r̂BAð Þ l̂B�r̂BAð Þ

" #

þ3l0lAlC
4pr4CA

r̂CA l̂A�l̂Cð Þþl̂C l̂A�r̂CAð Þþl̂A l̂C �r̂CAð Þ�

5r̂CA l̂A�r̂CAð Þ l̂B�r̂CAð Þ

" #

ð13Þ

where lC and rCA are respectively the modules of lC
and rCA, l̂C and r̂CA are respectively the unit vectors of

lC and rCA as follows:

lC¼MV ð14Þ

rBA ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
dx þ Dð Þ2þ dy � ya

� �2
q

ð15Þ

rCA ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
dx þ Dð Þ2þ dy þ ya

� �2
q

ð16Þ

Fig. 5 amagnetic force and b potential energy of 2RMNVA (ka = 40 N/m), and cmagnetic force and d potential energy of 2AMNVA

(ka = 40 N/m) for different dx

Fig. 6 Geometric configuration of three magnetic dipoles of

3RMNVA/3AMNVA
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Set the angle between lB and rBA to be d1 and the

angle between lC and rCA to be d2, we have:

tan d1 ¼ dy � ya
� �

= dx þ Dð Þ ð17Þ

tan d2 ¼ dy þ ya
� �

= dx þ Dð Þ ð18Þ

Based on the geometric relationship (Fig. 6), the

expressions of Fy of 3RMNVA and 3AMNVA are

respectively:

Fy ¼ F � y ¼ 3l0lAlB
4pr4BA

cos e sin d1 þ cos d1 sin e� 5 cos d1 � eð Þ cos d1 sin d1½ �

þ 3l0lAlC
4pr4CA

� cos e sin d2 þ cos d2 sin e½

þ5 cos d2 þ eð Þ cos d2 sin d2�
ð19Þ

Fy ¼ F � y ¼ 3l0lAlB
4pr4BA

� cos e sin d1 � cos d1 sin e½

þ5 cos e� d1ð Þ cos d1 sin d1�

þ 3l0lAlC
4pr4CA

cos e sin d2 � cos d2 sin e½

�5 cos d2 þ eð Þ cos d2 sin d2�
ð20Þ

Figure 7 plots the magnetic forces and potential

energies of 3RMNVA and 3AMNVA at different

horizontal magnet distance dx. As can be seen from

Fig. 7a, with the increase of dx, the amplitude of

magnetic force decreases overall. As noted in Fig. 7c,

the amplitude of magnetic force decreases with the

increase of dx. Besides, both 3RMNVA and 3AMNVA

transit from tristable to bistable and then to monos-

table state with the increase of dx (Fig. 7b, d).

Fig. 7 amagnetic force and b potential energy of 3RMNVA (ka = 40 N/m, dy = 0.007 m), and cmagnetic force and d potential energy
of 3AMNVA (ka = 40 N/m, dy = 0.026 m) for different dx
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3 Optimization and analysis

In this section, the vibration suppression performances

of NVAs with different magnet arrangements and

LVA are compared. For fair comparison, the impor-

tant system parameters are selected for optimization

for each arrangement. Since the damping ratio of the

system in practice is often difficult to change [35], the

horizontal magnet separation distance dx, the half

value of vertical magnet separation distance dy and the

stiffness of the cantilever beam ka are selected as the

optimization parameters. To quantify the vibration

suppression performance of the vibration absorbers,

the integral of the energy of the primary structure in a

certain period of time is taken as the metric [36, 37],

and the optimization problem is expressed as follows:

P ¼ min
ka;dx; dyð Þ

Z t

0

EpðtÞdt ¼ min
ka;dx; dyð Þ

Z t

0

1

2
mp _y

2
pðtÞ þ

1

2
kpy

2
p tð Þ

� �
dt

dx min � dx � dx max

dy min � dy � dy max

ka min � ka � ka max

ð21Þ

A lower value of P indicates the better vibration

suppression outcome of the NVA. The upper limit of

time is selected to be 6 s to calculate the P value in all

the following simulations.

The total energy of the primary structure with the

optimized magnetic NVA can also be used to display

the performance of magnetic NVAs:

ETotal¼
1

2
mp _y

2
pðtÞþ

1

2
kpy

2
p tð Þþ1

2
ma _y2pðtÞþ _y2aðtÞ
	 


þUa

ð22Þ

where Ua is the potential energy of magnetic NVAs.

Based on Eq. (21), the optimal parameters of the

vibration absorbers are obtained by exhaustion

method. The flow chart of the exhaustion method is

shown in Fig. 8.

The lower and upper bounds to search optimal

configurations of NVAs are shown in Table 2 [26].

3.1 Low-level excitation

Under the condition of low-level excitation, the initial

displacement of the primary structure is set as

qp = 2 mm.

The optimization results of 2RMNVA are shown in

Fig. 9. When dx is smaller than 0.021, the vibration

suppression performance of 2RMNVA is poor. When

dx is about 0.022, there is a strong vibration suppres-

sion area (dark blue area) existing in the interval [107,

111] of ka and the optimum point is obtained in this

area. In general, when dx is greater than 0.024, with the

increase of dx, the preferred ka gradually decreases

(blue area). Based on the optimization results, the

optimal parameters, stable equilibrium and metric of

2RMNVA are dx = 0.022 m, ka = 109 N/m, qa-
= 0.00611 m and P = 0.0016. As shown in Fig. 9b,

the optimal 2RMNVA is a weak bistable structure.

The optimization results of 2AMNVA are shown in

Fig. 10. When dx is smaller than 0.028, the vibration

suppression performance of 2AMNVA is poor. When

dx is greater than 0.028, with the increase of dx, the

preferred ka gradually increases (blue area). Based on

the optimization results, the optimal parameters,

stable equilibrium and metric of 2AMNVA are

dx = 0.040 m, ka = 31 N/m, qa = 0 m and

P = 0.0022. Because the optimal dx takes the value

at the upper bound, the influence of nonlinear mag-

netic force is weak. It is shown in Fig. 10b that the

restoring force of the optimal 2AMNVA tends to be

linear, which indicates that the optimal 2AMNVA is

close to a LVA.

The optimization results of 3RMNVA are shown in

Fig. 11. The optimal parameters, stable equilibrium

and metric of 3RMNVA are dx = 0.024 m, dy-
= 0.007 m, ka = 98 N/m, qa = 0 m and P = 0.0017.

The optimal 3RMNVA is a monostable structure

(Fig. 11b).
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Fig. 8 Exhaustion method

flow chart: aMagnetic NVA

with two magnets and

b Magnetic NVA with three

magnets
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We can take a close look at the optimization results

in different intervals of dx. It is observed in Fig. 12 that

when dx is in the interval [0.010, 0.020), the strong

vibration suppression area (dark blue area) predomi-

nantly exists at the high value of dy. With the increase

of dy, the preferred ka gradually increases (Fig. 12a).

When dx is in the interval [0.020, 0.027), the strong

vibration suppression area appears at the low value of

dy (e.g., the slice plot in Fig. 12b) and the optimum

point is obtained in this domain (Fig. 11a). When dx is

in the interval [0.027, 0.035), with the increase of dy,

the preferred ka first decreases and then increases

gently (Fig. 12c). When dx is in the interval [0.035,

0.040], with the increase of dy, the preferred ka
gradually decreases and stabilizes at about 34N/m

(Fig. 12d).

The optimization results of 3AMNVA are shown in

Fig. 13. The optimal parameters, stable equilibrium

and metric of 3AMNVA are dx = 0.022 m,

Table 2 Lower and upper bounds for searching optimal

parameters of magnetic NVAs

Optimization bounds Value

[dx_min, dx_max] [0.010, 0.040] m

[dy_min, dy_max] [0.005, 0.040] m

[ka_min, ka_max] [10, 120] N/m

Fig. 9 Optimization results under qp = 2 mm and potential energy of 2RMNVA: a contour of P value of 2RMNVA, b potential energy
of the optimal 2RMNVA

Fig. 10 Optimization results under qp = 2 mm and potential energy of 2AMNVA: a contour of P value of 2AMNVA, b restoring force
of the optimal 2AMNVA
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dy = 0.014 m, ka = 62 N/m, qa = 0.00672 m and

P = 0.0017. The optimal 3AMNVA is a weak

bistable structure (Fig. 13b).

The detailed results in different intervals of dx are

shown in Fig. 14. It is noted that when dx is in the

interval [0.010, 0.016), the strong vibration suppres-

sion area (dark blue area) predominantly exists at the

high value of dy and with the increase of dy, the

preferred ka gradually decreases (Fig. 14a).When dx is

in the interval [0.016, 0.024), the strong vibration

suppression area appears at the low value of dy (e.g.,

the slice plot in Fig. 14b) and the optimum point is

obtained in this domain (Fig. 13a). When dx is in the

interval [0.024, 0.031), with the increase of dy, the

preferred ka increases and then decreases (Fig. 14c).

When dx is in the interval [0.031, 0.040], with the

increase of dy, the preferred ka gradually increases and

stabilizes at about 40 N/m (Fig. 14d).

Figure 15 shows the comparison of transient

responses of the optimal NVAs with different magnet

arrangements and LVA under the low-level excitation

(qp = 2 mm). After the initial disturbance, the primary

structure exhibit decaying oscillation about its own

natural frequency 12.07 Hz. Since the natural fre-

quency of LVA needs to be close to the vibration

frequency, for the optimal LVA, the optimized

Fig. 11 Optimization results under qp = 2 mm and potential energy/restoring force of 3RMNVA: a contour of P value of 3RMNVA,

b potential energy and restoring force of the optimal 3RMNVA
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stiffness is 37 N/m and the natural frequency is 12 Hz

[1–3]. As shown in Fig. 15a and d, 2RMNVA has the

best vibration suppression performance. Also, from

the total energy curve (Fig. 15c), it can be found that

the total energy of the primary structure and optimized

2RMNVA decrease more quickly than others due to

the vibration suppression performance of 2RMNVA.

Finally, the total energy of primary structure and

optimized 2RMNVA/3AMNVA stays at the negative

potential position because 2RMNVA/3AMNVA sta-

bilizes at the lowest point of potential well (Fig. 9b

and 13b). As shown in Fig. 15b, 2RMNVA and

3AMNVA first experience strong cross-well oscilla-

tions, and then gradually stabilizes at a certain non-

zero stable equilibrium position, leading to their good

vibration suppression performance. In Refs. [23–26],

the enhanced effects of cross-well oscillations on

vibration suppression are also observed.

The wavelet transform (WT) spectra of the dis-

placements of the primary structure and the optimal

magnetic NVAs under qp = 2 mm are shown in

Fig. 16. It is noted that the dominant frequencies of

the primary structure and the optimal magnetic NVAs

are both around 12 Hz, indicating that the primary

structure and the optimal magnetic NVAs are in the

1:1 resonance around a frequency close to the natural

frequency of the primary structure. By comparing

Fig. 16a, c e and g, it is noted that the primary structure

with the 2RMNVA has the fastest rate to dissipate the

energy of the primary structure, and the 2AMNVA has

the worst performance.

Fig. 12 Contour of P value of 3RMNVA under qp = 2 mm: dx [ a [0.010, 0.020), b [0.020, 0.027), c [0.027, 0.035) and d [0.035,

0.040]
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3.2 Intermediate-level excitation

Under the condition of intermediate-level excitation,

the initial displacement of the primary structure is set

as qp = 6 mm.

The optimization results of 2RMNVA are shown in

Fig. 17. When dx is smaller than 0.021, the vibration

suppression performance of 2RMNVA is poor. When

dx is greater than 0.024, the preferred ka under

different values of dx gradually stabilizes at about 39

N/m (dark blue area). Based on the optimization

results, the optimal parameters, stable equilibrium and

metric of 2RMNVA are dx = 0.036 m, ka = 40 N/m,

qa = 0 m and P = 0.0182. As shown in Fig. 17b, the

optimal 2RMNVA is a weak monostable structure.

The optimization results of 2AMNVA are shown in

Fig. 18. When dx is smaller than 0.026, the vibration

suppression performance of 2AMNVA is poor. When

dx is greater than 0.027, the preferred ka with the

increase of dx gradually stabilizes at about 35 N/m

(dark blue area). Based on the optimization results, the

optimal parameters, stable equilibrium and metric of

2AMNVA are dx = 0.040 m, ka = 35 N/m, qa = 0 m

and P = 0.0194. The value of dx and the restoring

force of the optimal 2AMNVA (Fig. 18b) indicates

that the optimal 2AMNVA is close to a LVA.

The optimization results of 3RMNVA are shown in

Fig. 19. It is noted that in Fig. 19a, most of the domain

in the design space is yellow, indicating that the

Fig. 13 Optimization results under qp = 2 mm and potential energy of 3AMNVA: a contour of P value of 3AMNVA, b potential

energy of the optimal 3AMNVA
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vibration suppression performance of the 3RMNVAs

is generally poor. Based on the optimization results,

the optimal parameters, stable equilibrium and metric

of 3RMNVA are dx = 0.016 m, dy = 0.007 m, ka = 51

N/m, qa = 0 m and P = 0.0149. As shown in Fig. 19b,

the optimal 3RMNVA is a tristable structure.

From the detailed optimization results (Fig. 20), it

is noted that when dx is in the interval [0.010, 0.013),

the effective vibration suppression area (blue area)

predominantly exists at the high value of dy (Fig. 20a).

When dx is in the interval [0.013, 0.034), the effective

vibration suppression area appears at the low value of

dy (e.g., the slice plot in Fig. 20b) and the optimum

point is obtained in this domain (Fig. 19a). Gradually

the effective vibration suppression area spreads across

different values of dy and merges with the increase of

dx (Fig. 20b, c). When dx is in the interval [0.034,

0.040], the preferred ka stabilizes at about 36 N/m

(Fig. 20d).

The optimization results of 3AMNVA are shown in

Fig. 21. It is noted that in most of the domain in the

design space, the vibration suppression performance

of the 3AMNVAs is poor. The optimal parameters,

stable equilibrium and metric of 3AMNVA are

dx = 0.010 m, dy = 0.027 m, ka = 50 N/m, qa = 0 m

and P = 0.0140. As shown in Fig. 21b, the optimal

3AMNVA is a tristable structure.

From the detailed optimization results (Fig. 22), it

is noted that when dx is in the interval [0.010, 0.016),

the effective vibration suppression area (blue area)

Fig. 14 Contour of P value of 3AMNVA under qp = 2 mm: dx [ a [0.010, 0.016), b [0.016, 0.024), c [0.024, 0.031) and d [0.031,

0.040]
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predominantly exists at the high value of dy (Fig. 22a)

and the optimum point is obtained in this domain

(Fig. 21a). When dx increases in the interval [0.016,

0.034), the effective vibration suppression area

appears at the low value of dy (e.g., the slice plot in

Fig. 22b), spreads across the different values of dy and

merges (Fig. 22b, c). When dx is in the interval [0.034,

0.040], the preferred ka stabilizes at about 38 N/m

(Fig. 22d).

According to the above analysis of optimization

results of NVAs with different magnetic

arrangements, it can be found that for all magnetic

NVAs, when dx is greater than a certain value (usually

close to the bound of dx), the preferred ka under

different values of dx (2RMNVA and 2AMNVA) and

dy (3RMNVA and 3AMNVA) stabilizes around a

constant value.

Figure 23 shows the comparison of vibration

suppression performance of the optimal NVAs with

different magnet arrangements and LVA under the

intermediate-level excitation (qp = 6 mm). As shown

in Fig. 23a and d, 3AMNVA has the best vibration

Fig. 15 aDisplacement of primary structure with optimal LVA

and different magnetic NVAs, b displacements of optimal LVA

and different magnetic NVAs relative to the primary structure,

c total energy of primary structure with optimal magnetic NVAs

and d P of optimal LVA and different magnetic NVAs under

qp = 2 mm
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suppression performance. Also, from the total energy

curve (Fig. 23c), it can be found that the total energy

of the primary structure and optimized 3AMNVA

decrease more quickly than others due to the vibration

suppression performance of 3AMNVA. Finally, the

total energy of primary structure and optimized

3RMNVA stays at the negative potential position

because 3RMNVA stabilizes at the lowest point of

potential well (Fig. 19b). As shown in Fig. 23b,

3RMNVA and 3AMNVA first experience strong

cross-well oscillations, and then gradually stabilizes

at an equilibrium position, which is conducive their

vibration suppression performance.

The wavelet transform (WT) spectra of the dis-

placements of the primary structure and the optimal

magnetic NVAs under qp = 6 mm are shown in

Fig. 24. It is noted that the dominant frequency of

the primary structure and the optimal magnetic NVAs

are both around 12 Hz, indicating that the primary

structure and the optimal magnetic NVAs are in the

1:1 resonance around a frequency close to the natural

frequency of the primary structure. By comparing

bFig. 16 WT spectra of displacement of primary structure with

four optimal magnetic NVAs and the optimal magnetic NVAs

under qp = 2 mm: a, b 2RMNVA, c, d 2AMNVA, e,
f 3RMNVA, g, h 3AMNVA

Fig. 17 Optimization results under qp = 6 mm and potential energy/restoring force of 2RMNVA: a contour of P value of 2RMNVA,

b potential energy and restoring force of the optimal 2RMNVA

Fig. 18 Optimization results under qp = 6 mm and restoring force of 2AMNVA: a contour of P value of 2AMNVA, b restoring force

of the optimal 2AMNVA
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Fig. 24a, c, e and g, it is noted that within the initial

0.8 s vibration, the primary structure with 3AMNVA

has the fastest energy dissipation rate (can be noted by

comparing the shades at 0.8 s), and both 2RMNVA

and 2AMNVA have much worse performance.

3.3 High-level excitation

Under the condition of high-level excitation, the initial

displacement of the primary structure is set as

qp = 12 mm.

The optimization results of 2RMNVA are shown in

Fig. 25. When dx is smaller than 0.020, the vibration

suppression performance of 2RMNVA is poor. When

dx is greater than 0.020, the preferred ka under

different values of dx stabilize at about 38 N/m. Based

on the optimization results, the optimal parameters,

stable equilibrium and metric of 2RMNVA are

dx = 0.022 m, ka = 39 N/m, qa = 0.01298 m and

P = 0.0702. As shown in Fig. 25b, the optimal

2RMNVA is a bistable structure.

The optimization results of 2AMNVA are shown in

Fig. 26. When dx is smaller than 0.024, the vibration

suppression performance of 2AMNVA is poor. When

dx is greater than 0.024, the preferred ka under

different values of dx stabilize at about 36 N/m. Based

on the optimization results, the optimal parameters,

stable equilibrium and metric of 2AMNVA are

Fig. 19 Optimization results under qp = 6 mm and potential energy of 3RMNVA: a contour of P value of 3RMNVA, b potential

energy of the optimal 3RMNVA
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dx = 0.039 m, ka = 36 N/m, qa = 0 m and

P = 0.0771. The value of dx and the restoring force

of the optimal 2AMNVA (Fig. 26b) indicates that the

optimal 2AMNVA is close to a LVA.

The optimization results of 3RMNVA are shown in

Fig. 27. It is noted that the vibration suppression

performance of the 3RMNVAs in most of the domain

in the design space are poor. The optimal parameters,

stable equilibrium and metric of the 3RMNVA are

dx = 0.018 m, dy = 0.009 m, ka = 40 N/m, qa = 0 m

and P = 0.0656. As shown in Fig. 27b, the optimal

3RMNVA is a tristable structure.

The trend of the variation of vibration suppression

performance of the 3RMNVA is similar to that under

the intermediate-level excitation. As seen in Fig. 28,

when dx is in the interval [0.010, 0.012), the vibration

suppression is only effective at the high value of dy

(blue area in Fig. 28a). When dx increases in the

interval [0.012, 0.033), the effective vibration sup-

pression area appears at the low value of dy (e.g., the

slice plot in Fig. 28b), spreads across the different

values of dy and merges (Fig. 28b, c). Meanwhile, the

optimum point is obtained in this domain (Fig. 27a).

When dx is in the interval [0.033, 0.040], for different

values of dy, the preferred ka stabilizes at about 36 N/m

(Fig. 28d).

The optimization results of 3AMNVA are shown in

Fig. 29. It is noted that the vibration suppression

performance of the 3AMNVAs in most of the domain

in the design space are poor. Based on the optimization

results, the optimal parameters, stable equilibrium and

metric of 3AMNVA are dx = 0.013 m, dy = 0.026 m,

ka = 39 N/m, qa = 0 m and P = 0.0661. As shown in

Fig. 29c, the optimal 3AMNVA is a tristable structure.

Fig. 20 Contour of P value of 3RMNVA under qp = 6 mm: dx [ a [0.010, 0.013), b [0.013, 0.023), c [0.023, 0.034), d [0.034, 0.040)
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The trend of the variation of vibration suppression

performance of the 3AMNVA is similar to that under

the intermediate-level excitation. As seen in Fig. 30,

when dx is in the interval [0.010, 0.019), the effective

vibration suppression area (blue area) predominantly

exists at the high value of dy (Fig. 30a) and the

optimum point is obtained in this domain (Fig. 29a).

When dx increases in the interval [0.019, 0.028), the

effective vibration suppression area appears at the low

value of dy (e.g., the slice plot in Fig. 30b), spreads

across the different values of dy and merges (Fig. 30b,

c). When dx is in the interval [0.028, 0.040], for

different values of dy, the preferred ka stabilizes at

about 38 N/m (Fig. 30d).

According to the above analysis of the optimization

results of NVAs with different magnet arrangements,

it can be noted that the preferred ka under different

values of dx (2RMNVA and 2AMNVA) and dy
(3RMNVA and 3AMNVA) remains nearly constant

when dx is at a high value. This result is similar to the

observation in the optimization results under interme-

diate-level excitation.

Figure 31 shows the comparison of vibration

suppression performance of the optimal NVAs with

Fig. 21 Optimization results under qp = 6 mm and potential energy of 3AMNVA: a contour of P value of 3AMNVA, b potential

energy of the optimal 3AMNVA
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different magnet arrangements and LVA under the

high-level excitation (qp = 12 mm). As seen in

Fig. 31a and d, 3RMNVA and 3AMNVA provide

outstanding vibration suppression performance. Also,

from the total energy curve (Fig. 31c), it can be found

that the total energy of the primary structure and

optimized 3RMNVA/3AMNVA decrease more

quickly than others due to the vibration suppression

performance of 3RMNVA/3AMNVA. Finally, the

total energy of primary structure and optimized

2RMNVA/3RMNVA/3AMNVA stays at the negative

potential position because 2RMNVA/3RMNVA/

3AMNVA stabilizes at the lowest point of potential

well (Fig. 25b, 27b and 29b). As shown in Fig. 31b,

2RMNVA, 3RMNVA and 3AMNVA all experience

strong cross-well oscillations before settling in one

stable equilibrium, improving their vibration suppres-

sion performance as compared to 2AMNVA and LVA.

The wavelet transform (WT) spectra of displace-

ment of the primary structure and the optimal mag-

netic NVAs under qp = 12 mm are shown in Fig. 32.

It is noted that the dominant frequency of the primary

structure and the optimal magnetic NVAs are both

around 12 Hz (close to the natural frequency of the

primary structure), indicating that the primary struc-

ture and the optimal magnetic NVAs are in the 1:1

resonance around a frequency close to the natural

frequency of the primary structure. By comparing

Fig. 32a, c, e and g, it is noted that the primary

structure with 3AMNVA has the fastest energy

dissipation rate, and 2AMNVA has the worst

performance.

Fig. 22 Contour of P value of 3AMNVA under qp = 6 mm: dx [ a [0.010, 0.016), b [0.016, 0.024), c [0.024, 0.034), d [0.034, 0.040]
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It is worth noting that although the optimal

3RMNVA has the lower value of P than the optimal

2RMNVA, the optimal 2RMNVA dissipates the

energy in a shorter time than the optimal 3RMNVA

(shorter tail in Fig. 32a as compared to Fig. 32e). The

reason is that the metric P evaluate the vibration

performance of NVA in the whole process rather than

the energy level at a moment. This result can be

explained in Fig. 33. When t [ [0.55, 1.04], the

primary structure with the optimal 3RMNVA has the

lower amplitude than that with the optimal 2RMNVA,

and then when t [ (1.04, 2.00], the primary structure

with the optimal 2RMNVA shows the lower amplitude

than that with the optimal 3RMNVA, reflecting that

3RMNVA perform better in the initial state of

vibration with large amplitude but 2RMNVA sup-

presses vibration more rapidly in the following state of

vibration with small amplitude.

4 Verification and comparison with reported

designs

To verify the effectiveness of optimization results and

method in this paper, in this section, we first use our

approach to optimize the key parameters of magnetic

Fig. 23 aDisplacement of primary structure with optimal LVA

and different magnetic NVAs, b displacements of optimal LVA

and different magnetic NVAs relative to the primary structure,

c total energy of primary structure with optimal magnetic NVAs

and d P of optimal LVA and different magnetic NVAs under

qp = 6 mm
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NVAs in Refs. [23–25] to improve their vibration

suppression performances, which verify the effective-

ness of our optimization approach. Subsequently, to

compare our optimized magnetic NVAs with other

reported designs, the magnetic NVAs in Refs. [23–25]

are used to suppress the vibration of the primary

structure in this paper and their performances are

optimized to ensure the fair comparison.

4.1 Verification of optimization method

In Sect. 3, exhaustion method is used to optimize the

key parameters of magnetic NVAs.We further use this

method to optimize their performance of the magnetic

NVAs in Refs. [23–25] to verify its effectiveness. As

shown in Fig. 34, the magnetic NVAs are a

bistable magneto-piezoelastic absorber (Refs.

[23, 24]) and a tristable magneto-piezoelastic absorber

(Ref. [25]), which consist of a cantilever beam with a

tip magnet and piezoelectric bimorph.

The parameters of the absorber and primary

structure are shown in Table 3.

bFig. 24 WT spectra of displacement of primary structure with

four optimal magnetic NVAs and the optimal magnetic NVAs

under qp = 6 mm: a, b 2RMNVA, c, d 2AMNVA, e,
f 3RMNVA, g, h 3AMNVA

Fig. 25 Optimization results under qp = 12 mm and potential energy of 2RMNVA: a contour of P value of 2RMNVA, b potential

energy of the optimal 2RMNVA

Fig. 26 Optimization results under qp = 12 mm and restoring force of 2AMNVA: a contour of P value of 2AMNVA, b restoring force

of the optimal 2AMNVA
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To optimize the vibration suppression performance

of the bistable and tristable absorbers, the lumped

parameter model is built for fair comparison with our

model, as shown in Fig. 35

The governing equations of such a system are:

mp €yp þ cp _yp þ kpyp � ca _ya � kaya þ Fy � hv ¼ 0

ma €ya þ €yp
� �

þ ca _ya þ kaya � Fy þ hv ¼ 0

v=Rþ C _v� h _ya ¼ 0

8
><

>:

ð23Þ

Equation (23) is then written in the state space form

for numerical simulation with ode45 function in

MATLAB. According to Refs. [23–25], the initial

conditions are set to be (qp 0 qa 0). qp = 0.0024 m is

the initial displacement of the primary structure, qa is

the stable equilibrium position of NVA. Based on the

metric P in Eq. (21), the cantilever beam stiffness and

magnet distances of the bistable magneto-piezoelastic

absorber and tristable magneto-piezoelastic absorber

are optimized through exhaustion method. The lower

and upper bounds to search optimal parameters are

shown in Table 4.

The optimization and comparison results are shown

in Figs. 36 and 37, where 2RMNVA (Masoud et al.

[23, 24]) and 3RMNVA (Masoud et al. [25]) represent

the bistable magneto-piezoelastic absorber and

Fig. 27 Optimization results under qp = 12 mm and potential energy of 3RMNVA: a contour of P value of 3RMNVA, b potential

energy of the optimal 3RMNVA
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tristable magneto-piezoelastic absorber in Refs.

[23–25], respectively.

Based on the optimization results, the optimal

parameters, stable equilibrium and metric of

2RMNVA of the system in Masoud et al. [23, 24]

are dx = 0.019 m, ka = 87 N/m, qa = 0.0064 m and

P = 0.00067353. The optimized bistable 2RMNVA

has the better vibration suppression performance than

the original system (Fig. 36c and e) due to the larger

oscillations crossing outmost wells (Fig. 36d) thanks

to the shallow outmost well depth facilitating barrier

crossing after optimization (Fig. 36b).

Based on the optimization results, the optimal

parameters, stable equilibrium and metric of

3RMNVA in Masoud et al. [25] are dx = 0.015 m,

dy = 0.006 m, ka = 85 N/m, qa = 0 m and

P = 0.00075066. The optimized tristable 3RMNVA

has the better vibration suppression performance than

the original system (Fig. 37c and e) due to the larger

oscillation amplitude crossing outmost wells at the

beginning state (Fig. 37d). The reason for the larger

oscillation amplitude is the shallow middle well depth

facilitating barrier crossing (Fig. 37b).

The improved performance of 2RMNVA and

3RMNVA in Ref. [23–25] verifies the effectiveness

of the exhaustion method used in this paper.

4.2 Comparison with reported designs

To compare the performance of the designed magnetic

NVAs in this paper with the existing designs, the

bistable magneto-piezoelastic absorber (2RMNVA

(Masoud et al. [23, 24])) and tristable magneto-

piezoelastic absorber (3RMNVA (Masoud et al. [25]))

Fig. 28 Contour of P value of 3RMNVA under qp = 12 mm: dx [ a [0.010, 0.012), b [0.012, 0.022), c [0.022, 0.033), d [0.033, 0.040]
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are attached to the primary structure in this paper. To

ensure fair comparison, the parameters of 2RMNVA

(Masoud et al. [23, 24]) and 3RMNVA (Masoud et al.

[25]) are optimized under different excitation levels

through exhaustion method. The lower and upper

bounds to search optimal parameters are the same as

those in Table 4.

The optimization results of 2RMNVA (Masoud

et al. [23, 24]) are shown in Fig. 38. Under low-level

excitation, the optimal parameters, stable equilibrium

and metric of 2RMNVA (Masoud et al. [23, 24]) are

dx = 0.020 m, ka = 74 N/m, qa = 0.0061 m and

P = 0.0023; under intermediate-level excitation, the

optimal parameters, stable equilibrium and metric of

2RMNVA (Masoud et al. [23, 24]) are dx = 0.022 m,

ka = 33 N/m, qa = 0.0091 m and P = 0.0232; under

high-level excitation, the optimal parameters,

stable equilibrium and metric of 2RMNVA (Masoud

et al. [23, 24]) are dx = 0.017 m, ka = 34 N/m,

qa = 0.0127 m and P = 0.1304. It is worth noting that

with the increase of excitation level, the optimized

2RMNVA (Masoud et al. [23, 24]) has outmost two

wells with the larger separation and larger depth

(Fig. 38d–f).

As shown in Fig. 39, through optimization, the

vibration suppression performance of 2RMNVA

(Masoud et al. [23, 24]) is improved (Fig. 39a–c and

g–i) due to larger inter-well oscillations (Fig. 39d–f).

Fig. 29 Optimization results under qp = 12 mm and potential energy of 3AMNVA: a contour of P value of 3AMNVA, b potential

energy of the optimal 3AMNVA
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The optimization results of 3RMNVA (Masoud

et al. [25]) are shown in Fig. 40. Under low-level

excitation, the optimal parameters, stable equilibrium

and metric of 3RMNVA (Masoud et al. [25]) are

dx = 0.003 m, dy = 0.025 m, ka = 95 N/m, qa = 0 m

and P = 0.0021; under intermediate-level excitation,

the optimal parameters, stable equilibrium and metric

of 3RMNVA (Masoud et al. [25]) are dx = 0.012 m,

dy = 0.005 m, ka = 37 N/m, qa = 0 m and

P = 0.0175; under high-level excitation, the optimal

parameters, stable equilibrium and metric of

3RMNVA (Masoud et al. [25]) are dx = 0.012 m,

dy = 0.005 m, ka = 46 N/m, qa = 0 m and

P = 0.1192. It is worth noting that under the low-

excitation level, the optimized 3RMNVA (Masoud

et al. [25]) has the middle well with the large depth

(Fig. 40d); under the intermediate- and high-level

excitation, the optimized 3RMNVA (Masoud et al.

[25]) has the middle well with the small depth and

outmost two wells with the large depth (Fig. 40e and

f).

As shown in Fig. 41, through optimization, the

vibration suppression performance of 3RMNVA

(Masoud et al. [25]) improved (Fig. 41a–c and g–i)

due to frequent intra-well oscillations (Fig. 41d) and

inter-well oscillations with larger amplitude (Fig. 41e,

f).

In addition, as shown in Figs. 39a–c, g–i and 41a–c,

g–i, the 2RMNVA and 3RMNVA designed in this

paper could achieve better vibration suppression than

those in Refs. [23–25], particularly under high-level

excitation. However, it should be noted that the masses

of 2RMNVAs and 3RMNVAs in this paper and Refs.

Fig. 30 Contour of P value of 3AMNVA under qp = 12 mm: dx [ a [0.010, 0.019), b [0.019, 0.024), c [0.024, 0.028), d [0.028, 0.040]
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[23–25] are different and 2RMNVA and 3RMNVA in

Refs. [23–25] possess the piezoelectric transducer.

5 Discussions

5.1 Influence of initial position

To explore the influence of initial position, we choose

the optimized 3RMNVA and 3AMNVA with trista-

bility obtained under the condition of zero initial

position and then perform the simulations by setting

the initial position at a non-zero equilibrium position

(for short, non-zero initial position).

As shown in Fig. 42a and d, with the non-zero

initial position, the previously optimized 3RMNVA

and 3AMNVA can not influence the behavior of the

primary structure. According to Fig. 42b, c and e, f,

the reason for their worse performance is because they

can only execute intra-well oscillations due to the deep

outside potential well. To improve their performance,

we optimize the 3RMNVA and 3AMNVA again.

Different from the previous optimization, in the case

of tristable configuration, the 3RMNVA and

Fig. 31 aDisplacement of primary structure with optimal LVA

and different magnetic NVAs, b displacements of optimal LVA

and different magnetic NVAs relative to the primary structure, c

total energy of primary structure with optimal magnetic NVAs

and d P of optimal LVA and different magnetic NVAs under

qp = 12 mm
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3AMNVA are initially placed at the non-zero equi-

librium position.

The optimization results of 3RMNVA are shown in

Fig. 43. The optimal parameters, stable equilibrium

and metric of the 3RMNVA are dx = 0.010 m,

dy = 0.031 m, ka = 49 N/m, qa = 0.03549 m and

P = 0.0117 for intermediate-level excitation and

dx = 0.010 m, dy = 0.032 m, ka = 41 N/m, qa-
= 0.03688 m and P = 0.0610 for high-level excita-

tion. The optimal 3RMNVAs are the tristable structure

with the deep middle potential well and shallow

outside potential well.

The optimization results of 3AMNVA are shown in

Fig. 44. The optimal parameters, stable equilibrium

and metric of the 3AMNVA are dx = 0.010 m,

dy = 0.040 m, ka = 74 N/m, qa = 0.03026 m and

P = 0.0135 for intermediate-level excitation and

dx = 0.018 m, dy = 0.033 m, ka = 39 N/m, qa-
= 0.01990 m and P = 0.0669 for high-level excita-

tion. The optimal 3AMNVAs are the tristable structure

with the shallow outside potential well.

The vibration suppression performances of opti-

mized 3RMNVA and 3AMNVA under intermediate-

and high-level excitations are shown in Fig. 45. All

the optimized 3RMNVAs and 3AMNVAs show the

good vibration suppression performance (Fig. 45a, b,

bFig. 32 WT spectra of displacement of primary structure with

four optimal magnetic NVAs and the optimal magnetic NVAs

under qp = 12 mm: a, b 2RMNVA, c, d 2AMNVA, e,
f 3RMNVA, g, h 3AMNVA

Fig. 33 Displacement of primary structure with the optimal 2RMNVA and 3RMNVA under qp = 12 mm: t [ a [0.55, 1.04] and

b (1.04, 2.00]

Fig. 34 Schematic of a coupled system composed of a main simply-supported beam and a magneto-piezoelastic absorber (left:

bistable absorber; right: tristable absorber). (Figures are adapted from Refs [23–25].)
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e, f) due to the strong cross-well oscillations (Fig. 45c

and d). The reason for the strong cross-well oscilla-

tions is because the swallow outside potential wells

(Figs. 43c, d and 44c, d) are beneficial for the

optimized 3RMNVA and 3AMNVA to escape from

the initial potential well.

According to the simulation results above, the

initial position set at zero or non-zero equilibrium

position can affect the performance and optimization

results of tristable magnetic NVAs. Because the cross-

well oscillations are conducive for vibration suppres-

sion, the parameter optimization should provide the

potential energy curve that eases the multistable mag-

netic NVA to overcome the potential well barrier.

5.2 Magnetic NVA configuration preference

Based on the simulation results under different levels

of transient excitations in Sect. 3, some principles for

magnetic NVA can be obtained to design and optimize

such absorbers. Here, the bounds for optimization are

dx [ [0.010, 0.040] (m), dy [ [0.005, 0.040] (m),

Table 3 System

parameters of the primary

structure and the magnetic

NVAs in Refs. [23–25]

Parameter Value

Mass of the primary structure mp 0.1794 kg

Stiffness of the primary structure kp 1341.8599 N/m

Damping ratio of the primary structure fp 0.010

Mass of the magnetic NVA ma 0.0051 kg

Stiffness of the primary structure ka 50.0825 N/m

Damping ratio of the magnetic NVA fa 0.010

Length of the absorber beam L 0.07 m

Magnet length a 0.00275 m

Magnet area S 0.0002 m2

Horizontal magnet separation distance dx of bistable absorber 0.02275 m

Horizontal magnet separation distance dx of tristable absorber 0.01925 m

Half value of vertical magnet separation distance dy of tristable absorber 0.007 m

Electromechanical coupling coefficient h 1.5655e-4 N/V

Capacitance of piezoelectric transducer C 5.2938e-8 F

Load resistance R 1 MX

Fig. 35 Lumped parameter 2DOF model of the system with the

bistable/tristable absorber in Refs. [23–25]

Table 4 Lower and upper bounds for searching optimal

parameters of magnetic NVAs in Refs. [23–25]

Optimization bounds Value

[dx_min, dx_max] [0.003, 0.040] m

[dy_min, dy_max] [0.005, 0.040] m

[ka_min, ka_max] [10, 120] N/m
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Fig. 36 Optimization results for the system in Masoud et al.

[23, 24] under qp = 2.4 mm: aContour of P value of 2RMNVA,

b potential energy of the optimal 2RMNVA, c comparison of the

primary structure displacement d comparison of the absorber

displacement relative to the primary structure and e comparison

of P values of 2RMNVA and optimized 2RMNVA
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Fig. 37 Optimization results for the system in Masoud et al.

[25] under qp = 2.4 mm: a Contour of P value of 3RMNVA,

b potential energy of the optimal 3RMNVA, c comparison of the

primary structure displacement d comparison of the absorber

displacement relative to the primary structure and e Comparison

of P values of 3RMNVA and optimized 3RMNVA
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ka [ [10, 120] (N/m). For 2RMNVA, under low-level

excitation, the magnet separation distance should be

intermediate and the cantilever stiffness should be

high (dx = 0.022 m, ka = 109 N/m); under intermedi-

ate-level excitation, the magnet separation distance

should be high and the cantilever stiffness should be

slightly lower than intermediate stiffness (dx-
= 0.036 m, ka = 40 N/m); under high-level excita-

tion, the magnet separation distance should be

intermediate and the cantilever stiffness should be

slightly lower than intermediate stiffness (dx-
= 0.022 m, ka = 39 N/m). For 2AMNVA, because

its characteristics and performance are similar to LVA

or even worse under different levels of initial condi-

tions, the horizontal magnet separation distance

should be as high as possible to reduce the effects of

nonlinear magnetic force and the value of cantilever

stiffness should let the nature frequency of 2AMNVA

be close to that of primary structure. Hence, there is no

need to use 2AMNVA if we have to choose one from

2AMNVA and LVA. For 3RMNVA, under low-level

excitation, the horizontal separation distance between

two fixed magnets should be intermediate, the vertical

magnet separation distance should be low and the

cantilever stiffness should be high (dx = 0.024 m,

dy = 0.007 m, ka = 98 N/m); under intermediate- and

high-level excitations, the horizontal magnet separa-

tion distance should be slightly lower than the

intermediate horizonal distance, the vertical magnet

separation distance should be low and the cantilever

stiffness should be slightly lower than intermediate

stiffness (dx = 0.016 m, dy = 0.007 m, ka = 51 N/m

for intermediate-level and dx = 0.018 m, dy-
= 0.009 m, ka = 40 N/m for high-level). For

3AMNVA, under low-level excitation, the horizontal

magnet separation distance should be intermediate, the

vertical magnet separation distance should be slightly

higher than low vertical distance and the cantilever

Fig. 38 Optimization results of 2RMNVA (Masoud et al.

[23, 24]) under different excitation levels: Contour of P value of

2RMNVA (Masoud et al. [23, 24]) under a low-level excitation,
b intermediate-level excitation, c high-level excitation;

Potential energy of the optimized 2RMNVA (Masoud et al.

[23, 24]) under d low-level excitation, e intermediate-level

excitation, f high-level excitation
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stiffness should be intermediate (dx = 0.022 m, dy-
= 0.014 m, ka = 62 N/m); under intermediate- and

high-level excitation, the horizontal magnet separation

distance should be low, the vertical magnet separation

distance should be intermediate and the cantilever

stiffness should be slightly lower than intermediate

stiffness (dx = 0.010 m, dy = 0.027 m, ka = 50 N/m

for intermediate-level and dx = 0.013 m, dy-
= 0.026 m, ka = 39 N/m for high-level).

Under low-level excitation, the optimized

2RMNVA (weak bistability), 3RMNVA (monos-

tablity) and 3AMNVA (weak bistability) show similar

performance. As shown in Fig. 46, the advantage of

the tristability becomes obvious with the increase of

excitation level (when qp reaches 4 mm), under which,

cross-well oscillations with the further separation

distance and further depth of the outmost two wells in

3RMNVA and 3AMNVA can significantly help

Fig. 39 Vibration performance comparison of 2RMNVA under

different excitation levels: Displacement of primary structure

with 2RMNVA under a low-level excitation, b intermediate-

level excitation, c high-level excitation; Displacement of

2RMNVA relative to the primary structure under d low-level

excitation, e intermediate-level excitation, f high-level excita-
tion; Comparison of P values of different 2RMNVA under

g low-level excitation, h intermediate-level excitation, i high-
level excitation
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reduce vibrations. Under intermediate- and high-level

excitation, the advantage of 3RMNVA and 3AMNVA

with tristability is evident. To ensure the good

performance of a magnetic NVA under different

excitation levels, it is determined that the 3RMNVA

and 3AMNVA with the optimized multi-stability are

the preferred option.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, the transient vibration suppression

performance of nonlinear vibration absorber (NVA)

with two repulsive magnets (2RMNVA), two attrac-

tive magnets (2AMNVA), three repulsive magnets

(3RMNVA) and three attractive magnets (3AMNVA)

and linear vibration absorber (LVA) are compared.

Based on the dipole–dipole model of magnets, the

dynamic models of system containing different NVAs

under different transient excitation levels are estab-

lished, and the cantilever beam stiffness and the

distance between magnets of NVAs are optimized and

transient performance and the rate of energy

bFig. 40 Optimization results of 3RMNVA (Masoud et al. [25])

under different excitation levels: Contour of P value of

3RMNVA (Masoud et al. [25]) under a low-level excitation,

b intermediate-level excitation, c high-level excitation; Poten-

tial energy of the optimized 3RMNVA (Masoud et al. [25])

under d low-level excitation, e intermediate-level excitation,

f high-level excitation

Fig. 41 Vibration performance comparison of 3RMNVA under

different excitation levels: Displacement of primary structure

with 3RMNVA under a low-level excitation, b intermediate-

level excitation, c high-level excitation; Displacement of

3RMNVA relative to the primary structure under d low-level

excitation, e intermediate-level excitation, f high-level excita-
tion; Comparison of P different 3RMNVA under g low-level

excitation, h intermediate-level excitation, i high-level

excitation
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dissipation are also demonstrated by wavelet trans-

form. The main findings are summarized as follows:

(1) According to the optimization results under

different excitation levels, for different mag-

netic NVAs, the strong vibration performance

only exists in limited parameter sets, indicating

that selecting the appropriate parameters is

crucial to achieve efficient transient vibration

suppression performance.

(2) Under different excitation levels, the character-

istics and vibration performance of the optimal

2AMNVA are similar to or even worse than that

of LVA, indicating that the arrangement of two

attractive magnets should be avoided in the

design of magnetic NVA.

(3) Under different excitation levels, the optimal

2RMNVA, 2AMNVA, 3RMNVA and

3AMNVA all produce 1:1 resonance with the

primary structure near its natural frequency.

(4) According to the optimized results and wavelet

transform of the transient responses of different

magnetic NVAs, it is found that the

bistable 2RMNVA, monostable 3RMNVA and

bistable 3AMNVA have similar performance

under low-level excitation but the

tristable 3RMNVA and 3AMNVA outperform

its counterparts with the increase of excitation.

The outstanding vibration performance of the

optimal magnetic NVAs is due to their oscilla-

tions of crossing the outmost two wells with the

further separation distance and further depth. To

account for the performance under different

excitation levels, 3RMNVA and 3AMNVA are

the preferred configurations for magnetic NVA.

(5) The verification and comparison with reported

literature demonstrate that the optimization

through exhaustion method improves the vibra-

tion suppression performance of other reported

designs and can be applied to other types of

Fig. 42 Performance of previously optimized

tristable 3RMNVA/3AMNVA placed at non-zero initial posi-

tion. Intermediate-level excitation: a displacement of primary

structure with 3RMNVA/3AMNVA, displacements of

b 3RMNVA and c 3AMNVA relative to the primary structure.

High-level excitation: d displacement of primary structure with

3RMNVA/3AMNVA, displacements of e 3RMNVA and

f 3AMNVA relative to the primary structure
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Fig. 43 Optimization results of 3RMNVA under a intermediate-level and b high-level excitations. Potential energy of the optimal

3RMNVA under c intermediate-level and d high-level excitations
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Fig. 44 Optimization results of 3AMNVA under a intermediate-level and b high-level excitations. Potential energy of the optimal

3AMNVA under c intermediate-level and d high-level excitations
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Fig. 45 Vibration performances of optimized 3RMNVA and

3AMNVA under different excitation levels: displacement of

primary structure with optimized 3RMNVA and 3AMNVA

under a intermediate-level and b high-level excitations;

displacement of optimized 3RMNVA and 3AMNVA relative

to the primary structure under c intermediate-level and d high-

level excitations; comparison of P values of optimized

3RMNVA and 3AMNVA under e intermediate-level and

f high-level excitations
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nonlinear absorbers with linear and nonlinear

stiffnesses.

The comprehensive comparative study in this work

provides the optimization approach and guidelines to

design the nonlinear vibration absorbers for efficient

transient vibration suppression.
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Appendix 1

In this paper, the dipole–dipole model was used to

calculate the magnetic force with the assumption of

small displacement and rotation, which has been

reported in Refs. [26, 29, 34, 38]. Under the assump-

tion of small displacement and rotation, the proposed

model of the beam is a simplified model of a fixed-free

beam which does not account for the exact tip rotation.

Fig. 46 a P value of primary structure with optimal magnetic NVAs under different excitation levels; Potential energy of optimal

b 3RMNVA and c 3AMNVA under qp = 4 mm

Fig. 47 Motion trajectory of cantilever beam
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It is worth noting that although the magnetic force is

calculated with the assumption of small displacement

and rotation, it is also applied to the high displacement

scenarios in some Refs. [26, 29]. To verify the

effectiveness of the magnetic force model used in this

paper, the finite element analysis using ANSYS

Maxwell is carried out.

Considering the beam deformation, as shown in the

Fig. 47, the trajectory method from the Refs. [32, 33]

is used to get the position and rotation at the tip of the

cantilever beam with the magnet:

lx ¼
l

p2y2t
12l2

þ 1
ðA1Þ

h ¼ arcsin
pyt

2l 1� cos plx
2l

� � sin
plx
2l

� � !

ðA2Þ

where lx is the length of cantilever beam in x direction,

l is the original length of cantilever beam, yt is the

displacement of the free end of the cantilever beam in

the y direction, h is the rotational angle of the free end
of the cantilever beam.

Based on the results from Eqs. (A1) and (A2), the

position and rotation angle of tip magnet correspond-

ing to displacement in the y direction are obtained.

Then, as shown in Fig. 48, the 3D models of

2RMNVA, 2AMNVA, 3RMNVA and 3AMNVA

magnet arrangements are built in ANSYS Maxwell

to calculate their magnetic forces. The magnets length

is a = 0.010 m, diameter Dm = 0.010 m and residual

flux density Br = 1.26 T.

The results of ANSYS Maxwell are shown in

Fig. 49. From Fig. 49, it is noted that the discrepancy

between the magnetic force calculated using our

Fig. 48 Finite element

models: a 2RMNVA,

b 2AMNVA, c 3RMNVA

and d 3AMNVA
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model and that from ANSYS Maxwell are not

significant for the displacement range concerned. It

can be also found that with the increase of ya, the

discrepancy become larger due to the assumption of

small displacement and rotation used in the calculation

of the magnetic force with dipole–dipole method.

However, considering the amplitude of magnetic force

will gradually decrease to almost zero with the

increase of ya after reaching the maximum value, the

discrepancy under high ya is not of importance.

Therefore, based on the above simulation results,

the dipole–dipole model with the approximate rotation

at tip is adopted for the magnetic force calculation in

this paper.
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